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Introduction
In studies of acoustic waveguides in ocean [1] , buckling of columns with variable cross sections in applied elasticity [9] , transverse vibrations in nonhomogeneous strings [ 
together with the matching conditions at the interface x-h given by
where , is a complex constant.
Definition 1" By a solution of the problem (1) Definition 3: By a fundamental system (FS) for the problem (1)-(3), we mean a set of two linearly independent solutions of (1)-(3), which span the solution space of (1)-(3).
In 
Theorem 1: (Construction of a FS for (1)-(3)) (A) The unique solution of initial value problem (1)- (4) is given by the pair (11'Y12) where
h <_ 1 <_ <_ tn <_ tn_t_ 1 x S(ti + ti)q2(ti)dtl'" "dtn, h < x < 1,
where
(B) The unique solution of initial value problem (1)-(3) and (7) is given by the pair (Y21, Y22) where
O<_t I <_...<_tn<_tn+ =x X SA(t h-ti)ql(ti)dtl" "dtn, 0 < x < h, 
In view of the matching conditions (3) to be satisfied by the pair (Y11,Y12) at the interface x-h, we impose the following initial conditions on the Cs"
Cn(h C'n(h 0, n _> 1.
(20)
Clearly, the solution of (17) satisfying (19) is given by
Also the solution of (18) Substituting the expressions for Co, C n in (16), we obtain (11). Proof: The proof of part (A) follows from Theorem 1 (on p. 7 [7] [7] ).
Substituting the series (10) and its derived series for Yll(h) and yl(h), respectively, into Expression (12), regrouping the terms, taking modulus and using the triangle inequality, we obtain 
Lastly, we prove the following theorem on the asymptotic estimates for the components of the FS. Proof: The proof of part (A) follows from Theorem 3 (p. 13 [7] ). We establish inequalities (v) and (vii) of (B). Inequalities 
